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In the city of the colorless weathers,
I am lost in the muck like an earthworm.
When the rain stops, I’ll change my color to whatever
color the sky assumes. Perhaps it is the beginning
of winter now. Perhaps not. It doesn’t matter.
What matters is the lack of opinion—
lack of individual color. It Ginsberg wasn’t  a mad man,
I will rename him as Bad News
and carry around his last breath inside a tote bag
until I meet the crews of a drowned ship, now drunk in drab pub.
I will give them the wind they need to cross the ocean.
On the shore of a colorless river, once I saw men making colorless art
with water on white canvases— white on white.
The beauty of night is I can blend into it perfectly,
like a black on black art. I am acquiring the skills of a chameleon,
survivability of the wood bugs— how powerful their pale teeth are.
I am intrigued by the neutral décor
of everyone’s fang and pigmentless venom.
On Color and Correctness
 The press coverage following the October 3, 2003 attack on Roy Horn of the Vegas 
entertainers Siegfried and Roy by one of his pet tigers questioned the use, treatment and 
plausibility of using wild animals in entertainment venues. In its aftermath, several versions 
of the attack began to circulate. According to some audience members the tiger refused a 
command to lie down and then clamped its jaw on Horn’s right arm. In this version, Horn 
repeatedly struck the animal’s head with a microphone at which time the tiger lunged at 
Horn, clamping its jaws around his neck and dragging him backstage. The version told 
by Siegfried Fischbach and later by Roy Horn himself following the attack was one that 
emphasized the tight bond between Roy and the tigers—a narrative that relied heavily on the 
metaphor of family. 
Accordingly, the tiger’s actions were described as protecting Roy, dragging him to 
safety as one would a child or a sibling or given the manner in which the event was depicted, 
as a child aiding a parent in a moment of crisis. Roy was said to have passed out on stage, a 
reaction to his high blood pressure medication. The tiger, Montecore, then grabbed Roy by 
the neck and dragged him back stage to safety, accidentally severing an artery in the process. 
This metaphor of family that the entertainers invoke repeatedly is echoed in the publicity 
photographs of Roy, Siegfried, and their white tigers. Photographs of children at play with 
their parents along with the more formal and posed arrangement of “the family portrait.” One 
image continually replayed in the press coverage and documentaries on cable channels such 
as A&E and “E,” the Entertainment Channel, is one in which a white tiger leaps through a 
large silk screen image of Roy, emerging from the area of Roy’s stomach onto the stage. 
The repetition of such images, along with frequent clips of the tigers freely roaming 
the interior rooms and exterior grounds of Siegfried and Roy’s “jungle palace” in the Nevada 
desert, reinforces the closeness of familial bonds between Roy, Siegfried, and the tigers. 
This emphasis on family often affects how the relationship between Siegfried and Roy is 
viewed. At a screening of the Vegas entertainer’s Siegfried and Roy’s 3-D Imax film The 
Magic Box which was released in fall 1999, I heard one older man tell the woman next to 
him that Siegfried and Roy were brothers this despite the fact that the film depicts separate 
childhood homes for the two. I cite this observation out of an interest in exploring the 
way in which metaphors of family and home inform the representations of Siegfried and 
Roy and how these tropes of recognition engage with conceptions of homosexuality. The 
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